
Arvig® is expanding their fiber network. All locations within the 
boundaries above can receive a FREE* fiber drop for internet service 
(up to 1 Gig) from Arvig installed at their home. 

Visit arvig.net/prinsburg to sign up today!

URGENT:  
reply by March 15th!

*I agree to allow Arvig, and their contractors, onto my property to install a fiber drop at no charge. The construction will consist of the mainline connecting to the ped (typically located near your property line), and then underground 
fiber will be installed to connect from the ped to a protector box that will be installed, at no charge, onto the exterior of my home. Based on Arvig service area; some restrictions apply. I understand that I am not under any obligation to 
purchase service from Arvig. This offer is only valid while Arvig is constructing fiber in Prinsburg, Minnesota during the year 2022. ©Arvig 2022

320.204.1844 | arvig.net/prinsburg

EXCLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY 
for Prinsburg residents:



320.204.1844  |  arvig.net/prinsburg
Free installation is available with a 24-month agreement. Arvig’s Gig Price For Life is available to residential customers only in the city of Prinsburg. AutoPay (ACH) and Paperless Billing are also required to receive the discount.  
The discount will be applied as long as AutoPay (ACH) and Paperless Billing are active. Customer may see prorates on their first invoice for a partial month depending on when service was installed. If your account is permanently 
disconnected for any reason, the current discount may be unavailable upon reconnection and early termination fees may apply. The base rate will not increase at the service location where it is installed. Download and upload 
speeds may vary. Device count for internet is based on optimum performance and is significantly influenced by internet activity. Available internet speeds may vary by address. The internet connection to your home will only be 
as fast as your device(s) and can be constrained by the processors, the network adapter, the operating system, the browser, the memory available and other factors. Wired speeds up to 940/880Mb with average speeds between 
750-940Mb download. Based on Arvig service area; some restrictions apply. Offer ends 3/15/22. ©Arvig 2022

Switch to Arvig® now and run all your tech for $85 per month. 
Up to 1 Gig (1,000Mb) multitasks users and devices—no sweat! 

 ☀  Price For Life—NOT just temporary ☀  100% unlimited data

 ☀  Connect 10+ devices at the same time ☀  FREE installation available

Ask about  
worry-free WiFi!

KICK BACK AND RELAX
with a cool internet offer:


